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Kasteel Xtra 
    
Here we go with another of the heritage Belgian breweries introducing a 
lower ABV beer into their range, as seems to be the current trend in 
Belgium. 
 
Kasteel was one of the first Belgian beers I ever tried, and the Donker 
remained a favourite beer for quite a while.  I associate Kasteel with big 
flavours and high alcohol.  As such this is something of a black sheep, 
but a welcome change-up nonetheless. 

 
These beer styles are made to be sessionable.  Crisp and light bodied, 
with a grainy malt profile there is just a little sweetness early on. 
 
There is a strong Belgian yeast aroma, giving off banana, citrus and 
spice.  The beer has a good bitterness, and with good carbonation the 
flavours dance quickly across your tongue, finishing with an earthy, dry 
and spicy bitterness that lingers.   
 
 
Style: Belgian Pale Ale 
Country: Belgium 
Brewer: Brouwerij Van Honsebrouck 
Alcohol Content (ABV): 4.5%  (1.17 Std Drinks) 
 
 
 

   
                                      
 

 
Maltgarden Sandy Weekends 
 
Hefeweizens are said to have come into being in the early 1500’s, thanks to the 
breweries of southern Bavaria.  And they have remained a staple of the German 
beer market ever since. 
 
Interestingly, when brewers first started producing Hefeweizens they were not well 
received and it was because of the Reinheitsgebot (German Purity Law).  You see, 
the original law only listed three ingredients – water, malt and hops – as yeast was 
not a known ingredient at the time! 
 
Anyway, back to the beer…a hefeweizen contains at least 50% malted wheat, use a 
noble bittering hop so there is very little bitterness, are cloudy in appearance and 
give off big yeast notes of banana and clove.  This is the classic wheat beer. 
 
Maltgarden have offered their take on the style and the aroma screams hefe.  Big 
yeasty aroma of banana and spice.  To taste, it is quite sweet up front and that 
sweetness does continue all the way through.  About midway a little grassy 
bitterness joins in and the carbonation leaves a tingle on the tongue. 
 
 
Style: Hefeweizen 
Country: Poland 
Brewer: Browar Maltgarden 
Alcohol Content (ABV): 5.0%  (1.97 Std Drinks) 
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Lupulus Kveik King 
    

This beer is the newest release from Brasserie Lupulus, and it’s a very different beer style to 
what we might expect from this brewery.  Knowing the founder was one of the co-founders 
for Brasserie Achouffe, I think more traditional Belgian styles, but this is anything but!  
 
The beer is an hazy IPA, fermented with Kveik yeast.  If you’re not familiar with this term, it is 
the Norwegian word for yeast.  Traditionally the yeast was used by Norwegian farmhouse 
breweries, and passed on from generation to generation.  Now it is commercially cultured, it 
is a blend of many different yeast strains.  It is a very hardy yeast, capable of performing at 
much higher temperatures than most yeasts, and also happily fermenting much high alcohol 
levels that might cause other yeast strains to suffer. 
 
The ingredients list for this beer include barley and oats, sugar and three different hops in 
Idaho7, Citra and Mosaic.  It makes for a lovely tropical fruity aroma, that also follows 
through in the flavour. 
 
The Kveik yeast really dries this beer out, and there is a reasonably bitter finish despite all 
that initial fruitiness.  There is also something else in the aftertaste that I can’t really describe 
but let’s say woody.  Leathery or slightly smoky as back-ups.  Either way, I like it! 
 
 
Style: Hazy IPA  
Country: Belgium 
Brewer: Brasserie Lupulus 
Alcohol Content (ABV): 6.0%  (1.56 Std Drinks) 
 
                                          

Tournay Blonde 
   

Brasserie Cazeau has a history that mirrors many of Belgium’s historic breweries.  
Cazeau’s story starts back in 1753 with the brewery based in the city of Tournai.  It 
is passed through generations until the time of the First World War when the 
brewery equipment was seized to make munitions. 
 
Starting up again after the war, operations returned to the brewery in 1926 until 
production was ceased in 1969.  The popularisation of lagers and pilsners at this 
time forced many smaller Belgian breweries into decline. 
 
In 2004, two family members decided to resurrect the brewery in Tournai and it is 
now the sole brewery in that city.  Tournay beers aren’t exactly commonplace in 
the greater Belgian beer market, but sit in the town square of Tournai on a sunny 
afternoon and this label is seen everywhere. 
 
This beer is the Tournay Blonde, and was the first beer brewed in the new brewery 
on 1 May 2004.   
 
The beer is made from 100% barley malt (no Belgian candi sugar!) and a subtle 
blend of 4 American hops.  The Belgian yeast is obvious, and there is a chalkiness 
to the malt body.  It’s not a bad thing as it makes the beer lovely and dry.   Good 
carbonation and a level of hop bitterness add to the refreshing nature of this beer 
that finishes with a light spicy and citrus aftertaste. 
 
 
Style: Belgian Blond 
Country: Belgium 
Brewer: Brasserie Cazeau 
Alcohol Content (ABV): 6.7%  (1.74 Std Drinks) 
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Uiltje Tweed Tweet 

Something a little different here from our Dutch hop masters, we have a strong ale. 

The term ‘strong ale’ is a bit of a generalization to be fair, as it can encompass quite a few 
distinct beer styles, for example an old ale, scotch ale, barley wine or even a tripel.  And 
then the choice of hops can lean the beer toward say an English strong ale (earthier, noble 
hops), or an American strong ale (more bitterness, maybe using the tropical US hops). 

The name alone doesn’t really give us a lot to go on, other than the fact the ABV is high.   
And thanks to the can we know the beer is made with four different malts and Magnum 
hops.   Best we crack this baby open and take a look what’s inside. 

It has quite an orange body, and there is a pleasant fruit and malt aroma.  Early on you will 
get a good dose of fruity sweetness – I’m thinking apricot, pineapple and orange citrus.  
There is a nice level of bitterness to offset that fruit and malt sweetness and the beer 
continues with a good balance.   

In the aftertaste we have a little prickly bitterness, and still that fruit persists.  It is almost like 
marmalade in a way, pleasantly sweet but with a little bite.  And thanks to the ABV there is a 
warmth that chases those flavours down. 

 
Style: Strong Ale 
Country: Netherlands 
Brewer: Brouwerij het Uiltje 
Alcohol Content (ABV):  8.5%  (2.21 Std Drinks) 

 
 
Struise Pannepot Reserva 2019 

   
I’ve mentioned before that Struise are something akin to rockstars in the Belgian 
beer world, known for their strong, barrel aged beers. And their most well-known 
beer is undoubtedly Pannepot. 
 
So any time we see a barrel aged version of Pannepot, I’m all over it as I know it is 
going to be a special beer. 
 
This bottle is from a 2019 batch of Pannepot that was put into bourbon barrels for 
14 months.  And I reckon of all the barrels that Struise use, my favourite is always 
the bourbon barrels. 
 
The beer is dark and looks quite heavy as it pours out of the bottle.  The aroma is 
dark malt, chocolate, caramel and dried dark fruits.  And of course the sweet notes 
from the bourbon barrel.  
 
The flavour is big, but smooth and balanced.  A big malt body, both sweet and with 
the bitterness of dark chocolate.  Raisins and prunes, molasses, dark sugar and a 
little spicy tingle make for an interesting beer.   
 
This is one of those beers where you need to sit back and relax, allowing it to warm 
as it fully opens up all of its parts.  Take your time and enjoy this special beer. 
 
 
Style: Strong Dark Ale 
Country: Belgium 
Brewer: De Struise Brouwers 
Alcohol Content (ABV): 10.0%  (2.60 Std Drinks) 


